Glycocodon theory--the first table of glycocodons.
Hydrophobic cellular membranes separate cells from an environment that is generally based on water. Therefore, it is not surprising that hydrophilic glycans and glycoproteins are exposed on the lipidic surface of membranes and that the glycocalyx has evolved in all basic cell types. During the evolution of multicellular life, the surface exposed protein-glycan interactions were taken as the origin of the language of cell-cell communication. The bioinformatics analysis presented here reveals that the amino acid triplets, the glycocodons, can be deduced for each glycan letter (monosaccharide). This theory proposes to distinguish between the "sugar code" (the sugar sequence) and the "glycocode" (evolutionary selected amino acids recognising the mono-sugar). Similarly to genetic code, original glycocodons are related to G, A, V, and D amino acids. Modern glycocodons can be deduced from GAVD-glycocodons using hydropathic similarity. In general, the amino acid triplets can be assembled from one dipeptide that is specific to a monosaccharide plus a polar amino acid. This theory may shed a different light on the reason for WWD conservation in the active sites of oligosaccharyltransferases and for GGQ in the active sites of ribosomes.